YOU CAN SPEAK ENGLISH WITH ELAN. Edition No. 1

Description: English is perhaps the most commonly used global language. Our education system fails in giving due importance to the use of English in real life situations. It thus creates an educated but unemployable class who are handicapped by the lack of confidence. The communicative ability in English has therefore become a necessity to gain entry into the job market. It is in this scenario that young people desperately take recourse to the English institutes to master the skills of spoken English- sometimes without success. The task of learning to speak English fluently appears to be really daunting which make the laymen struggle with weird symbols and diacritics. I have therefore used the indispensable technical symbols and phonetic terms. This book is the product of over two decades of teaching English. Teaching or training is holistic; it is not done in compartments. To speak English fluently, you need to focus on pronunciation, diction, voice quality, vocabulary etc. You also need to observe the components that support the speech mechanism.
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